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to the then Government that "pay" televi
sion be introduced.

Now we hear they have "no opinion” 
other than to join in the description of 
our services as "pay” television which 
from their previous findings could be 
Interpreted as support.

GENERAL - Perhaps our position In the 
entertainment industry should be as elec
tronic remote delivered cinemas who, In
stead of having a roll of film delivered 
by a truck, are receiving it as a trans
mitted signal which would seem perfectly 
logical in the satellite age.

Whatever, we are providing entertain
ment to which the method of delivering the 
"product" should be totally immaterial.

Club "live" act patrons do not care 
if Liberace takes a cab or a helicopter to 
his performing venues. How he gets there 
is irrelevant.

Finally, we support the view that 
tobacco company advertising should not be 
allowed and we promote the view that it is 
services, like ours, that will provide the 
replacement revenue to Australian sport if 
tobacco company sponsorship is to be 
banned.

SPORTSPLAY, alone, have already con
tracted to expend in excess of $1 million 
a year (which is totally new revenue) and 
we estimate that collectively Australian 
sport could be receiving up to $10 million 
a year, within 2 years of service com
mencement .
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Whilst video and audio entertainment 
and Information services are "radiocommun
ications" under the present demarcation 
between the Broadcasting Act and Radiocom
munications Act, they are, or shortly will 
be affirmed as, "broadcasts" for the 
purposes of the Copyright Act. In addi
tion, such broadcasts will give rise to 
other copyright uses of the material 
transmitted, in particular, by public per
formance .

The Copyright Amendment Bill 1986, 
passed but proclaimed only in respect of 
its piracy amendments, provided a new 
definition of "broadcast”, with the appar
ent intention of including point to multi
point transmissions but excluding point to 
point transmissions. The new definition 
in section 10 was to have read:

“broadcast" means broadcast, other 
than from point to point by wireless 
telegraphy.”

A new subsection 10 (1A) was to have 
stated:

"a broadcast shall be taken to be 
from point to point if it is intended 
by the broadcaster to be received 
only by particular equipment at a 
particular location."

The Explanatory Memorandum had this 
to say:

"Amendments to broadcasting legisla
tion, and the introduction of broad
casting via AUSSAT, have highlighted 
possible uncertainty as to the mean
ing of the current definition, which 
provides that "broadcast" means 
"broadcast by wireless telegraphy". 
It is proposed to make clear that 
only transmissions intended to be re
ceived by the public (whether the 
"general" public, within the meaning 
of the Broadcasting Act 1942, or part 
of the public) are covered, and not 
those intended for a particular 
recipient ("point to point" transmis
sions) such as, typically, microwave 
communications.”

This explanation offers some assist
ance in indicating the purpose and intend-,



ed effect of the provisions. For example, 
it appears that the intention was to en
sure that transmissions to members of the 
public would be broadcasts and that genu
ine point to point transmissions - satel
lite program services - would not. It may 
therefore be the case that, interpreted 
with reliance on sl5A of the Acts Inter
pretation Act, the provisions would have 
been construed in this way. On the other 
hand, it is also arguable that no such 
intention or result is evidenced or 
achieved in the drafting.

Rather than a clarification of the 
meaning of "broadcast", it was asserted by 
a number of commentators that the new pro
posed provisions confused the issue - both 
by purporting to exclude what was general
ly not considered under existing law to be 
a broadcast (that is point to point trans
missions) and by the way In which "point 
to point" was defined.

Point to point transmissions have 
never been considered for copyright pur
poses to be broadcasts, because the "pub
lic" element is not satisfied (see, for 
example, the Berne Convention which refers 
to an author's right to "broadcast to the 
public"). One is then faced with two pos
sible interpretations of a proposal to ex
clude from "broadcast” transmissions which 
would otherwise have not qualified as 
"broadcast".

The first interpretation is that the 
provisions are of no effect whatsoever, 
because they do not attempt a definition 
of a "broadcast”. Instead, they merely 
purport to exclude from the ambit of 
broadcast non-broadcast transmissions. On 
this interpretation, the provisions amount 
to a clarification of dubious value. The 
second interpretation is that the provi
sions broaden, by necessary implication, 
the narrow construction to date of "broad
cast" . This interpretation relies on the 
need to give the purported exclusion some 
meaning and effect; namely that a "broad
cast" would have to include point to point 
transmissions, for there to be an effec
tive exclusion.

If the second interpretation were 
adopted as the intended operation, it Is 
then a matter of considering the effect of 
defining the excluded "point to point" 
broadcasts as those "intended to be re
ceived only by particular equipment at a 
particular location".

Arguably, VAEIS, RCTS and RSTV are 
all intended by the broadcaster to be re
ceived only by particular equipment, and 
at particular locations. Accordingly,

giving full effect to the exclusion might 
have resulted In excluding a variety of 
transmissions that under existing law 
would have been construed as "broad
casts”. As an alternative, if the exclur- 
sion was interpreted to require singular
ity (l.e. one particular location) many 
genuine point to point transmissions would 
not fall within the exclusion and would be 
considered to be broadcasts, for example 
where a broadcaster transmits to more than 
one earth station.

In respect of VAEIS the proposed 
definition may arguably have excluded such 
services from the ambit of "broadcast” 
(although from the Explanatory Memorandum 
it would appear that such a result was not 
intended). Furthermore, it appears that 
without the amendment VAEIS would have 
been a "broadcast”, relying on general 
principles of "broadcast” and "public" and 
the discussion of "public" in the Rank 
decision.

To clarify these issues, the Govern
ment has undertaken to introduce conse
quential amendments to redefine "broad
cast". It is expected that the new defin
ition will provide simply that a broadcast 
is a transmission by wireless telegraphy 
to the public. It is intended that the 
new definition will be introduced in mis
cellaneous amendments and that the Copy
right Amendment Bill will be proclaimed to 
take effect at the same time.

Under such a definition of "broad
cast", VAEIS will clearly be included. 
Accordingly, VAEIS providers will need to 
obtain the licence of copyright owners to 
"broadcast” their copyright material.

This does not mean, however, that 
VAEIS providers will own the copyright in 
their "broadcasts". Ownership of copy
right in broadcasts depends on satisfying 
the criteria In s91; VAEIS providers can 
only own the copyright in the "broadcast" 
if they are "prescribed" under s91.

As far as VAEIS receivers are con
cerned, they will have to obtain public 
performance licences, for example where 
the received material is "performed" in 
pubs and registered clubs.

Under s27, broadcasting is deemed not 
to constitute a performance of any visual 
images or sounds that are seen or heard. 
Accordingly, whilst VAEIS providers will 
be broadcasting copyright material, they 
are not at the same time causing that 
material to be seen/heard in public.

However, s27(3) provides that, where 
an occupier of premises allows a receiving 
apparatus to be situated within his prem
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ises whereby a work or other subject- 
matter may be performed, he is deemed to 
be the person giving the performance. 
Accordingly, any persons who contracts 
with VAEIS providers will be deemed to be 
"performers" of copyright material. If 
that performance occurs in public, for 
example a pub or club, the occupier will 
generally require a public performance 
licence.

Pubs and clubs are used to APRA lic
ences and the new services will therefore 
not involve any unfamiliar mechanism to 
VAEIS users as far as public performance 
of music made available through VAEIS is 
concerned.

However, VAEIS users are also users 
of films and sound recordings which will 
also be "publicly performed". They may 
not be able to rely on sl99 of the Act in 
regard to this material.

Section 199(2) provides:

"A person who, by the reception of a 
television broadcast or sound broad
cast, causes a sound recording to be 
heard in public does not, by doing 
so, infringe the copyright if any, in 
that recording under Part IV."

Section 199(3) provides:
"A person who, by the reception of an 
authorised television broadcast, 
causes a cinematograph film to be 
seen or heard in public shall be 
treated, in any proceedings for in
fringement of the copyright, if any, 
in the film under Part IV, as if he 
had been the holder of a licence 
granted by the owner of that copy
right to cause the film to be seen or 
heard in public by the reception of 
the broadcast."

For the purposes of sl99, "broadcast" 
has been accorded the following special 
meaning:

"in the case of a television broad
cast, a broadcast made by the ABC, 
the SBS, the holder of a licence for 
a television station or "by a person 
prescribed for the purposes of sub
paragraph 91(a)(iii)“; and

in the case of a sound broadcast, a 
broadcast made by the ABC, the SBS, 
the holder of a licence for a broad
casting station or "by a person pre

scribed for the purposes of
subparagraph 91(b)(iii)"."
As a result of the operation of sl99 

(2) and (3), pubs and clubs have never had 
to obtain public performance licences for 
films and sound recordings that are 
performed by reception of "free to air” 
broadcasts.

Whilst VAEIS users can continue to 
rely on sl99(2) and (3) in the case of 
reception of "free to air" TV etc, the 
VAEIS providers will have to be both hold
ers of a radiocommunications licence and 
"prescribed" under s91, if users are to be 
able to rely on si99 (2) and (3) in the 
case of their VAEIS programming.

It appears that no person has yet 
been "prescribed" under s91 and it is not 
known whether any VAEIS provider has 
sought to be prescribed or indeed whether 
prescription is a matter beyond their con
trol. Because of the very real difficult
ies in obtaining public performance lic
ences In relation to cinematograph films 
(where there is no collecting society to 
facilitate the granting of licences), it 
is interesting to speculate whether VAEIS 
users have raised this point with provid
ers. It Is also interesting to speculate 
whether any VAEIS provider has expressly 
authorised the public performance of the 
materials which it transmits on its 
service.

Catriona Hughes

NOVEMBER 5-7 CONFERENCE 
“AUSSAT '86 - NEW HORIZONS

From 5-7 November 1986 AUSSAT is con
ducting a conference under the title 
"AUSSAT '86 - New Horizons". It is seek
ing submissions on the areas of network 
implementation and management, applica
tions and systems development. The appli
cations of the satellite system to be con
sidered include broadcasting, information 
services, private networking and telecon
ferencing.

There will also be an AUSSAT users' 
exhibition with some 37 stands. The con
ference will be held at the Hyatt Kings- 
gate Hotel, Kings Cross, Sydne. Inquiries 
from AUSSAT’s Public Affairs Department, 
GPO Box 1512 Sydney, NSW 2000, Tel: 
238 7800, Telex: 2 6921.
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